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Rezumat. Toate drumurile duc la Tibiscum – Rezultatele și perspectivele unei cercetări 
de teren non-invazive în arealul fortificației romane de la Jupa (jud. Caraș-Severin) și 
în teritoriul înconjurător. 
 La finalul anului 2014, o echipă de tineri cercetători polonezi de la Universitatea din 
Varșovia a demarat, în cadrul unui proiect de cercetare, prospecțiuni arheologice non-invazive 
în arealul Rezervației arheologice de la Tibiscum-Jupa. Până în prezent s-au întreprins patru 
campanii de prospecțiuni și investigații de suprafață atât pe teritoriul castrului cât și pe cel al 
ora-șului roman, de la confluența Bistrei cu râul Timiș. 
 Dispozitivele moderne utilizate în cadrul diferitelor sesiuni de prospecțiuni non-inva-
zive au permis prelevarea de date noi care completează în mod fericit vechile informații1. Fiind 
vorba de un sit arheologic consacrat, periegheza a fost metoda de bază utilizată în cadrul fie-
cărei etape de lucru. Strategia, precum și metodologia cercetării a fost pusă la punct lesne dato-
rită condițiilor prielnice de lucru din Rezervația arheologică Tibiscum și a bogatei experiențe 
acumulate anterior pe situri importante din Polonia, Ungaria, Germania, Bulgaria, Ucraina și 
Libia. 
 Zonele investigate, precum și descoperirile de importanță deosebită au fost marcate 
topografic, iar poziția lor în planul general a fost înregistrată cu ajutorul dispozitivelor porta-
bile GPS (Garmin). Investigații complementare s-au efectuat cu precădere în zonele de inte-
res. Sondajele geomagnetice întreprinse au indicat structuri inedite de zidărie  pe ambele maluri 
ale râului Timiș. Cercetarea s-a efectuat cu ajutorul unui gradiometru cu sondă electromagne-
tică - Bartington Grad-601-2. Rezultatele au evidențiat mai multe anomalii (liniare și ortogo-
nale), în special în zona care a făcut obiectul cercetării. Interpretarea preliminară a acestor 
rezultate arată că anomaliile sunt induse de rămășițele unei necropole. Caracterul negativ al 
anomaliilor poate sugera faptul că avem ziduri sau fundații de edificii realizate din piatră de 
râu, fără amprentă magnetică. Acest descoperiri au nevoie de o investigație ulterioară și prin 
alte metode, de data aceasta invazive. 
 Au fost făcute o serie de fotografii aeriene deasupra castrului și a zonei înconjurătoare, 
instantaneele fiind înregistrate cu ajutorul mai multor dispozitive de zbor. Ca rezultat al acestor 
acțiuni, cinci zone au fost documentate consecutiv, din aer cu ajutorul unui balon cu heliu, a 

                                                      
The research at Tibiscum is financed from the Polish budget for science in the years 
2014‒2016 as a research project within the program under the name “The Diamond 
Grant”. 
1 Cîntar, 2013; Pisz, Timoc, 2014. 
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unui avion-zmeu și a unei drone-hexacopter special modificată pentru asemenea misiuni. 
 Detectarea de la înalțime și pe distanțe mari nu se limitează doar la spectrul vizibil. 
Cu toate acestea rareori se poate aplica cu succes acest gen de prospecțiuni pe un teren acoperit 
de vegetație abundentă cum este cel al văii Timișului. O metodă promițătoare în cazul sitului 
arheologic de la Tibiscum-Jupa o reprezintă termografia aeriană realizată pentru aceeași zonă, 
în seturi succesive, în anotimpuri diferite și la ore diferite ale zilei. Cele mai bune rezultate s-au 
obținut acolo unde caracteristicile arheologice sunt îngropate până la 0,5 m sub pământ. 
 În rândurile de mai jos vom prezenta sintetic rezultatele preliminare ale cercetărilor 
și ce prospecțiuni non-invazive în viitor consideră echipa poloneză că se pretează cel mai bine 
pentru caracteristicile geologice și de mediu ale sitului arheologic de la Tibiscum-Jupa. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: Tibiscum, teledetecție, prospecțiuni arheologice, termografie aeriană, peisaj 
                          arheologic. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
Since the end of 2014, Polish researchers from the University of Warsaw (UW), 

together with Romanian partners from the West University in Timişoara (UVT) and 
the Museum in Caransebeş (MC), started the archaeological investigations of the 
Roman fort of Tibiscum and its surroundings. The survey is a result of the project 
financed by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education. 

 

Fig. 1. The localization of Tibiscum Roman fort. 

The aim of the research was mapping, surveying and documenting Roman 
settlements around the military base, both as yet undiscovered and already known. 
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The primal subject of the project was the rural territory of Crimean Chersonesos 
Taurica, but due to the political situation the project has been relocated to Romania2. 

 The area of the research has been set near the present Caransebeş city, in 
the Caraş-Severin district, Romania (Fig. 1). 

The somewhat rearranged research programme has been introduced in 
Tibiscum in 2014 and after four field campaigns, it has been carried out entirely. 
However, some unplanned activities have been added. 

2. Field walking survey 
The methods applied in Tibiscum were based on the recommendations by 

the Polish Archaeological Record System (AZP) and experience in previous field 
walking surveys performed in Bulgaria, around the Roman legionary camp Novae3 
and in the Sárviz River valley in Hungary4. 

The field walking surveys in the surroundings of Tibiscum were  both inten-
sive and extensive, but enhanced by the use of modern technologies – GPS handheld 
devices and and a GIS database. 

The field walking survey in Tibiscum was one of the first large-scale pros-
pection surveys ever performed around this site5. Early spring is the best season for 
this kind of survey here, when arable fields have been ploughed, harrowed and 
left empty for a period of time. In Poland the most popular time for the field walking 
survey is a period between march and April and then in October–November. Those 
periods are in Poland the time of the agricultural works and the fields are getting 
newly plowed, what usually brings the material to the surface. The lack of the vege-
tation right after plowing is another factor that ease the observation of the terrain by 
the surveyors. The low angle of the sun at this time of year is comfortable for ob-
servations in uniform conditions rather than in bright sunlight.   

In the beginning of March 2015 the group of 1 Romanian and 16 Polish6 
archaeologists joined the Project to take a part in a field walking survey. The expe-
dition consisted of both Polish and Romanian specialists (archaeologists, geodets, 
engineers) and students from University of Warsaw, Jagiellonian University in 
Kraków and University of Adam Mickiewicz in Poznań. The most of the student team 
had some experience in field walking surveys both in Poland and Bulgaria (Novae). 

The methodology of the field walking survey assumed the use of the GPS 
positioning to mark the finds and track the route that has been covered by the sur-
veyors. Thanks to the compatibility of the handheld GPS’s output files with the GIS 

                                                      
2 Pisz, Timoc, 2014, p. 823. 
3 Tomas, 2013, 2014, 2015. 
4 Mesterhazy-Stibranyi, 2013; Tomas-Kis, 2015. 
5 Petrovszky, 1977, p. 438; Petrovszky, Puraci, 1982, p. 325. 
6 The members of the expedition from March 2015: Jacek Balcerzak, Agata Borowska, Artur 
Ciszewski, Marta Dudzik, Tomek Dziurdzik, Michał Górny, Aleksanda Grzegorska, Marcelina 
Malec, Emil Jęczmienowski, Andrzej Rokoszewski, Wiktor Rutkowski, Agnieszka Tomas, 
Lidia Tucka, Magda Warowna. 
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software used in the project (Quantum GIS – www.qgis.org) it was possible to easily 
transfer the data from the field walking survey to the GIS database. 

The team was spread in two six teams, each one equipped with a handheld 
GPS devices (both Garmin eTrex20) and a camera.  

The basic assumption of the field walking survey was to track and locate the 
archaeological remains visible on the surface. The artifacts were registered and the 
possible areas of the particular sites were marked. Some of the archaeological remains 
have not been collected. These were usually large stones or stone concentrations and 
fragments of bricks and roof tiles. The small finds have been collected, drawn and 
counted. The most significant finds were separately marked with a GPS waypoint. 
All the GPS waypoint marks were described by the GPS operators, so all the marks 
can be categorized and displayed separately in GIS software. 

The GPS route tracking was marking the exact path of the surveying group. 
The assumption was that the surveyors were meant to cover the area in a row with a 
5–10 meter distances between each other. That allows to mark in GIS the maximal 
area really covered by the surveyors, by setting the line weight to circa 30 meters in 
the GIS map (Fig. 2). The ideal situation would be to equipp each member of the 
surveying team in its own GPS7, but it was obviously hard to arrange. 

 
Fig. 2. GPS tracks of the field walking surveying teams8. 

                                                      
7 Mesterhazy-Stibranyi, 2013; Tomas-Jaworski, 2013. 
8 The Coordinate Reference System for all the maps presented in this paper is WGS84 / UTM 
Zone 34N. 
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The field walking survey covered the total area of approximately five square 
kilometers. The GPS tracks and waypoints have been put and processed in the GIS 
database. Polygonal shapefiles have been created to represent the sites size and loca-
tion, basing on waypoints which marked the range of the sites in the field. After ana-
lysing the results of these tasks over ten new sites have been found and marked. 
Herein both large (over 10 ha), as well as single concentarions of the material have 
been detected.  

The prospection had been led on ploughed fields as well as on meadows. 
The observation of the terrain on the meadows was much more difficult but still 
possible due to the low vegetation in the late winter season. The presence of buil-
ding material could have been easily registered by the surveyors (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. The pebbles and other material concentration clearly visible in  

the meadow which was burned down. 

The most common relics were the pebbles, that are used for walls construc-
tion9,  fragments of bricks and roof tiles . Numerous pottery shards have been collected, 
inventarized and drawn. Each concentration of finds got its own inventory number 
and was marked with GPS’s so the common finds (pottery shards) could be ascribed 
to the particular site (Fig. 4). Special finds, like metals, fragments of terra sigillata, 
beads or tesserae were collected separately and recorded separately. 

                                                      
9 Benea, Bona, 1994, p. 35. 
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The three major concentrations of the archaeological material have been 
found on the eastern bank of the Timiş river (Fig. 5). The finds from these places are 
mostly dated to the Roman period. The field walking survey along the eastern bank  

 
Fig. 4. The example of the pottery finds from a single spot with  

the extent of the site marked in Stereo70 CRS. 

 
Fig. 5. The interpretation of the survey with previously known sites  

marked on the map (municipium and temple of Apollo). 
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of the Timiş river will be continued – only three tracks through the area of Iaz has 
been performed and it definitely requiers more field walkings covering the entire area 
and precise mapping of finds. 

The entire accessible area of the western bank of the Timiş river has been 
explored (see Fig. 2). Surprisingly, the concentrations of finds were scarce there.  
However, many separate Roman finds and features have been discovered and they 
can become a subject of further interests of archaeologists. It is definitely worth to 
perform an additional verification there.  

The next step of the recognition of the landscape of Tibiscum was the geo-
physical survey. This kind of prospection is considered to provide more precise 
information about the archaeological remains, but it is more expensive and could not 
have been performed on every site that had been located within the field walking 
survey.  

3. Geophysical survey 
The magnetic survey has been carried out on both already know sites (the 

municipium area) and new ones, detected during the field walking in April 2015. 
According to the programme of the Project, 10 hectares of the selected area were to 
be prospected. The surveys should have been possibly close to each other and in the 
fewest number of separate polygons (Fig. 6). All the polygons have been measured 
with the Total Station and put into the GIS database. 

 
Fig. 6. The localization of the magnetic survey polygons. 
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The survey was made using a fluxgate gradiometer (Bartington Grad-601-2), 
data was collected in parallel mode with a sampling interval of 0.25 m along tran-
sects spaced 0.5 and 1 m. Data processing was performed using Geoplot 3 software. 
Processed results brought many anomalies (linear and orthogonal), especially in the 
area that was not examined before. The preliminary results and interpretations are 
given below. 

The area number 2 (see Fig. 6) was the biggest of the polygons of 2015 
magnetic survey. It covered a little more than 7 hectares. The aim of the magnetic 
survey in this area was to find the remains of the municipium of Tibiscum. Some 
structures have been unearthed north from the area of investigations10 but nothing 
more about the exact size and range of the site was known. 

 
Fig. 7. The magnetic survey in municipium area. 

The results of the magnetic survey revealed many magnetic anomalies, mostly 
small dipolar or big and slight (low dynamic) anomalies (Fig. 7). However no clearly 
visible archaeological structures can be singled out. One of the possible explenations 
is that the area of the survey was destroyed by the river. The arguments for that theory 
are the slight but big arc-shaped anomalies, that could correspond to the river activity, 
as well as the shapeless concentrations of the small dipolar anomalies, which fit to 
the areas of the material distribution on the surface. The other argument is that the 
surveyed area is located few meters below the location of the excavated objects of 

                                                      
10 Ardeț, Ardeț, 2004. 
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municipium, and it is separated with a flood embankment. One of the ways to verify 
this theory is to perform a series of borehole drillings and geomorphological analysis 
of the samples. 

The polygon number 3 was located to the east from the polygon number 2. 
In this area a lot of the archaeological artifacts have been found during a field wal-
king survey. Furthermore the linear cropmark has been found on the satellite image 
in this area. The magnetometry revealed a series of anomalies, and part of them could 
be caused by the archaeological remains (Fig. 8). Because of its localization, this area 
has been tentatively named “outskirts”. 

 
Fig. 8. The “outskirts” area with the road crop mark stressed on yellow.  

Unfortunately, the surveyed area were significantly transformed in the second 
half of 20th century by farming and construction works (e.g. gas pipeline), leading to 
destruction of many archaeological features and disturbance of stratigraphy on the site. 
Hence, interpretation of the results of geophysics in an uneasy task. Nevertheless, faint 
anomalies caused by remains of roads, buildings and pits can be identified. 

In the area of the Tibiscum archaeological reserve three separate grids (40 × 
40 m) of magnetic survey have been set and measured as well. The idea of this survey 
was to detect the archaeological remains within the walls of the fort. The location of 
the grids could be seen on the Figure 9 (polygons 4, 5 and 6). Numerous anomalies 
have been registered within the grids, however, most of them are hard to interprete 
and could have restulted from modern metal littering. Nevertheless some interesting 
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features have been revealed, including the probable continuation of the wall found in 
a trench excavated by the expedition of UVT in 2014 and 2015 (Fig. 9).  

4. The Sarmizegetusa road reconstruction 
Before The Tibiscum Project, Romanian researchers had only cursory over-

view of the archaeological landscape surrounding the settlement. It was roughly 
known that there was a Roman road leading from Tibiscum to Sarmizegetuza Ulpia 
Traiana. The task to find the exact course of this road has been taken up. The remains 
of the road were partially visible in the field. These places have been marked with 
handheld GPS and Total Station (see Fig. 6). 

One of the magnetic measurements polygons (1) has been located in the pre-
viously unkown area of a very dense material concentration, located in March 2015 
within the field walking survey (see Fig. 5). It was as well the place, where the ancient 
road to Sarmizegetuza shoud be located around. 

 
Fig. 9. The magnetic survey around the trench excavated by UVT.  

The geophysical survey revealed many magnetic anomalies present in the 
area of investigations (see Fig. 10). Plenty of smaller and larger dipolar anomalies 
could be found especially in the south-eastern part of the map. Few linear and ortho-
gonal anomalies have been registered as well. This type of anomalies could be con-
nected with the archaeological remains. First interpretation of these results shows that 
the tracked anomalies are induced by the remains of the necropolis. The negative 
character of the anomalies may suggest that the structures are made with non-mag-
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netic material, for example limestone. All of the above needs a further verification 
for the precise interpretation. 

After putting the geomagnetic map into GIS database it has been found that 
the most remarkable linear (negative) anomaly is the continuation of the located 
remains of the Roman road visible in the ground. That  proved that the road is located 
in this area. Furthermore the magnetic map showed the anomalies that suggest that 
the route intersects and splits, what can be clearly seen in the magnetic map. 

 
Fig. 10. The magnetic survey on polygon number 1. 

Almost full course of the ca. 3 km long Roman road between municipium and pre-
viously known temple of Apollo has been discovered. Exactly in the midway between 
those two sites the biggest concentration of the surface material has been located. 
The discovery and reconstrucion of the exact course of the Roman road provides a 
precise landscape relation between different settlement sites. Further verification of 
these results is obviously needed. 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 
The non-destructive surveys in the hinterland of Roman fort of Tibiscum 

and its surroundings brought so far many interesting results. By the end of 2015 the 
Tibiscum Project reaches its half-way point. All the aims of the Project have been 
reached so far, and if we do not meet any obstacles, it will end according to the desired 
goals. Unfortunately, we were not able to use metal detectors for intensive field wal-
kings on chosen sites, what definetely deprived us of one of the common archaeolo-
gical tools and limited the number of aquired information.  
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The results of magnetometry survey should be considered as fairly positive. 
Not every feature seems to be responding positively to this kind of geophysical 
investigation, but still it was possible to obtain many information about the land-
scape of Tibiscum. The results presented in this paper should be considered as preli-
minary and the further analysis and interpretations are going to be made. 

The area of the investigations is beeing covered with the orthophotomaps, 
that is used as the background in the GIS database and useful tool for the elaboration 
and interpretation of the field walkings and geophysical data. A total area of more than 
70 hectares has been covered with these imageries (Fig. 11), reaching the maiximum 
resolutions of 2 cm per pixel. The 3D photogrammetric models of the terrain (DTM) 
are being processed as well for these areas. 

 
Fig. 11. Drone orthophotomaps overlayed on the satellite image  

of a resolution ca. 15 meters per pixel. 

In spring 2016 further investigations of the discussed area are planned. To 
maintain the set of research method complementary, the other geophysical method is 
intended to be applied in Tibiscum. The earth resistance survey is going to be per-
formed in chosen sites to obtain additional information. This kind of geophysical 
prospection is not sensible on modern metal littering and should provide better 
contrast on images. 

The best way to verify the obtained results would be a series of small test 
trenches located in the most interesting places. Unearthing one among the most sig-
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nificant and repeating anomalies could help to evaluate the interpretative pattern for 
the rest of them.  

A series of experiments with aerial thermography is to be continued, as well. 
So far, the results are very promising and hopefuly the conclusions would provide 
some solutions for use of this method on a site like Tibiscum.  
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